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GENERAL DE GAULLE AT OXFORD

Following is the text of a speech to be delivered at 8 p.m.

today by General de Gaulle at the University French Club in the

Union Debating Hall at Oxford:-

General de Gaulle said:-

Barres spoke of "places in which the spirit breathes". I do not think he

could have imagined any place in which the spirit "breathes" more than in Oxford

University. Nor do I think that the nature of your illustrious establishment

could be better expressed than by this phrase which is fraught with meaning.

But, while I am deeply sensible of the honour done to me to-day by the

University’s French Club, I am also encouraged to broach a rather difficult

subject. It is the question of collaboration between the British and French

peoples in order that the victory should bear fruit if it is to be won. As the

study of such a subject implies a certain amount of impartiality of mind and

feeling, I have no hesitation in raising it here because of the atmosphere which

has been created in this University for the customary practice of disinterested

thought.

When M. Thiers was spoken to about Franco-British relations, he was in the

habit of listening in silence to what his interlocutor had to say. Then,

peering over his glasses, he would remark: "How interesting! But would it

not have been sufficient to say that Great Britain is an island?" M. Thiers

meant that this simple geographical aphorism completely explained everything
that has taken place, everything that is happening and everything that will come

to pass between the French and British nations.

Perhaps M. Thiers was right in his day. Indeed, it is too banal to

develop the theory that Great Britain has been led by her insular position to

regard the sea as her principal guarantee, her only neighbour and the necessary

channel for her exchanges and that, consequently, she has made the domination of

the seas her principal national service which is like her second nature. At the

same time, the maritime and, in consequence, the commercial vocation of Great

Britain led her to found her Empire and, simultaneously, to control the seas

which lay between. Moreover, for the same reasons, Albion could not allow any

form of hegemony to be established on the European continent, for the State

exercising such supremacy would immediately become a pretender to the empire of

the sea. Hence, quite obviously, the frequent opposition in the policies

pursued by London and Paris during the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries. Hence,

their frequent conflicts. Hence, again, at the beginning of the century, the

reversal of the secular lines of conduct in their relations on the initiative of

your King Edward VII. The Entente Cordiale came into being practically from one day

to the next, from the moment when Germany led by Prussia, hoisted the standard

of Pan-Germanism, threatening the balance of power by her victories and consequent

expansion, and crying from the lips of Kaiser William II: "Our future lies on

the seas."

It was natural that such a sudden change in Anglo-French relations,

following, as it did, upon a long period of suspicion and rivalry, should be

compromised by the momentary removal of the thread which gave it birth.

On the other hand, the abandonment of the Entente inevitably fostered the

renewal of that threat. I imagine that a future historian of our thirty years'

war - and that historian is perhaps among you - when studying the second act in

the drama, that is to say, the present conflict, will have no difficulty in

showing that the unleashing of German ambitions under Hitler’s inspiration was

greatly facilitated by the political divergencies of Paris and London. But I

can also easily imagine the picture which ycu will be able to form of the
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lamentable consequences of this abandonment. For if the tactician observes
that the separation of our two military forces in the spring of 1940 was the
result of the breach forced in the Maginot Line between Mezieres and Sedan by
the mechanical enemy, the philosopher well knows that in reality it was between
two disunited policies that German aggression was able to pass.

The wine being drawn, it must now be drunk. It is doubtless very bitter.
But the worst mistake that could be made and the most unfortunate responsibility
which could be assumed would be to permit that bitterness to disgust us to the

point of renouncing that very understanding, the lack of which spoilt the

wine.

In that way, the future might be definitely compromised, and great peoples
like ours have very considerable responsibilities towards the future.

Naturally, our common enemies do all in their power to organise our

dissociation. If we wanted to explain how German policy reacts to Anglo-French
relations, we might say that Berlin realises only the necessity to inflict wounds

and then constantly to throw salt in these wounds, so that they may become more

painful and more poisonous. In this connection, the situation in France at

present is extremely favourable to the enemy. Because of the enemy’s

oppression, of the regime of treachery which he has instituted, and of the

means of propaganda and blackmail of which he has the monopoly, it is only
too easy for him to exert his efforts at corruption. That is why no factor

is overlooked which could possibly revive ancient quarrels: Joan of Arc,
JeanBart, Marlborough, Maurice de Saxe, Nelson, Wellington, L’Aiglon and

Commandant Marehand are constantly resuscitated. And as for France’s unhappy
fate in the present war, England is constantly shown as the guilty party because

she prevented France from benefiting by her victory after 1918 by encouraging
the recovery of the German nation and preventing at the same time any possible

improvement in Franco-German relations, and this policy could only result in a

conflict, since it restored the power of the Reich and stirred her hatred at the

same time. They assert that the British Empire nevertheless failed to prepare

for the combat and, in the hour of danger, was unable to give us substantial

help. As for the present, it is naturally repeated that England profits by the

martyrdom of France to seize every available scrap of her Empire.

At the same time, the Reich seizes every opportunity of forcing her

collaborators to assume theresponsibility of as many acts of hostility as

possible towards England which exasperate her against the nation which, in

reality, has remained her sincere friend.

To my mind, one of the most remarkable facts of our tragic epoch is that

so many artificial factors of division have in no way changed French confidence

in, or French feelings for, the British people.

I could go further and say that the remarkable truth is this: the British

are more popular in France to-day than they have ever been. A complete

opposition exists between the apparent attitude of what is still considered

official France and the openly admitted feelings of all classes of the

population.

I do not think it would be possible to cite any evidence disproving what

I have just said, but I could corroborate it by consistent and direct proof.

Let me give only three typical instances. At Lens, in July, some French

workmen were killed when the R.A.F. bombed a factory. A British plane was

brought down on the spot. First, the Frenchmen were buried and the entire

population was present at the ceremony. On the following day, the funeral of

the British airmen took place. The same crowd followed the coffins of their

Allies to the cemetery and, at the head of this crowd, walked women in mourning

for the dead workmen.
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On November 2, All Soul's Day, French families went as usual to pray
by the tombs of their dead relatives. You must learn that in France there was

not a single British soldier’s grave which was not visited, and I would have

you know that, of all the graves in all the cemeteries of France, those which

were most covered with flowers on that daywere the graves ofthe British.

As for the third fact, onwhich I do not think it necessary to insist,
but which is perhapsworthy of consideration, it is that never a single day

passes but several young Frenchmen from all parts of the country and

belonging toall classes of society arrive in England in order to fight at

the side of our soldiers and that, in order to get here, they perform

prodigies of courage and ingenuity of which the recital will one day seen

most astonishing, when there is time to write books.

If it is certain that the French people, in the depths of the abyss
into which they have fallen for the moment, have never better estimated

the worth of the British people, better understood that "liberation" is

synonymous with "British victory", better felt that there would be no

possible independence in the future without the friendly union of the two

countries, I donot think that, for their part, the British people have

ever been more firmly convinced of the absolute necessity for such

collaboration. This conviction is first of all founded on the generous

feelings inspired by the friend to be rescued. It scorns to me that the

English point of view in this respect is expressed by Shakespeare's lines:

"I am not of that feather, to shake off

My friend when he most needs me..."

But it is also certain that the events of the war have shown to what an

extent the security of France and England are interdependent. At a time

when the Air Force is becoming the essential element of war - that is to

say, of destruction - it would be difficult to imagine the future of Great

Britain if France, which is only a few minutes away by plane, ceased to be

her ally. M. Thiers who, for a long time, did not believe in railway lines,

obviously did not foresee either 20th Century Germany, aviation, or tanks.

Otherwise, he would not have held that the philosophy of our relationship was

definitely settled by the fact that Great Britain is an island.

That is why I am convinced that, despite certain unfortunate

appearances and deplorable incidents created in support of treachery and

propaganda, the first result of this war, if it is won, must be the

establishment of a more frank and solid collaboration than has ever yet
existed between the French and the British. But if, for excellent practical

reasons and for the best sentimental motives, such a union is necessary,

it seems to me that it is also, and above all, imposed by a duty which is

common to our two ancient and great nations - I mean, by the salvation of

our civilisation.

For that is indeed the issue at stake in this war and the problem

of the peace which will follow. Such gigantic efforts put forth by aggression

in order to overthrow the present world order and set up a new one have

grave and deep-seated causes, and victory would be only a word inscribed

on tombs and medals if it did not provide the remedy.

It is true that some people find it convenient to attribute the

revolution through whichthe world is pausing exclusively to the ambition of

one man - who is fairly well known, we must admit, and whose name is Adolf

Hitler. They represent the motive of such a war in the form of an odious

tyrant who, after having "Mein Kampf", is involving one part of the

world in an attack against the other part in order to impose on the whole

planet the gospel hehas decreed. Moreover, such a conception enables them

to imagine the solution of the crisis according to the principle of the least

possible effort: In order that just and lasting peace should be established

henceforward, it would be sufficient to thrust aside the dictator of

Berchtesgaden. But, without disputing the fact that the person of the German

Fuhrer has played an important part in the origins of the conflict, how can

one be satisfied with such a summary judgment?
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Others, raising the debate to a higher level, profess that the German

people's eternal lust for domination was once again the reason for the

catastrophe. From there on, by constantly and firmly applying to this

people a regime of good and sound guarantees concerning its frontiers and its

armaments, the question would be finally settled. Indeed, it is only too

obvious that for the past century the conflagration in Europe has always
started in the country of which people have been able to say that war was

"its industry", and it cannot, it seems, be questioned that such a nation

merits that proper precautions should be taken in its regard. But it still

remains to be learnt whether the conjugation of the Nazi system and German

dynamism was only brought about by chance, or whether this encounter was

not itself the outcome of a more particular evil - not to mince words, of

a crisis of civilisation.

I would not be so presumptuous as to expose here, how, fortwo

thousand years, civilisation has spread its ideas, its habits and its
laws which have gone to create its soul and even its features. You know

better than anyone that, thanks to these idea, habits and laws, despite
differences of language, religion and nationality, despite the combats of

armies, the rivalry of political beliefs and economic competition, a sort

of common ideal, some kind of general idea of what the community owes to

every man and of what every man owes to the community, a unanimous respect
of freedom and justice, have been adopted by peoples as their civilisation

evolved. Freedom of thought, conviction, opinion, work and leisure is the

very foundation of our civilisation.

This civilisation, born in Western Europe, has been through much

torment. It has been seriously threatened in turn by the invasions of the

barbarians, feudal dispersions, divisions in Christianity, shocks of the

French Revolution, imparts of national impetus and the appearance of great

industries and social divisions. But, so far, it has been able to retain

enough internal vitality and powerof attraction to enable it finally to

carry the day. More than that, it has conquered and gained- - to their own

advantage - huge stretches of the universe. It has reached its greatest

heights in America. It has penetrated Asia, Africa and Oceania. Thanks

to colonisation and the progressive liberation of countless peoples, the

moment was approaching when all men on earth would have recognised the same

high principles and worn the same mantle of dignity.

Yet this civilisation which, by its very essence, leads to the freedom

and development of the individual, to-day grapples with a movement diametrically

opposed to it, which recognises no rights but those of racial or national

collectivity, refuses every individual the right to think, judge or act as

he sees fit, wrenches from him the possibility of so doing and awards to a

dictatorship the exorbitant powers of judging between good and evil, truth and

falsehood, life or death - judgment which is subordinated to that dictatorship ' s

need of total domination. From that movement have emerged those monstrous

systems which have attracted by their nature and dynamic qualities the eternal

ambitions of Germany and the spasmodic ambitions of Italy.

It is on this basis that the temporary conquerors of Europe are

attempting to build what they describe as the new order. It is for that

reason that the issue at stake in the present war is the life or death of

Western civilisation. This movement is all the more formidable because it

also results from the general evolution.

It must, in fact, be admitted that in this agethe transformation of

life effected by machinery, the growing aggregation of the masses and the

gigantic conformism which ensue, have undermined theliberty of the individual.
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